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Data linkage approaches are often evaluated with small or few data sets. If a
linkage approach is to be used widely, quantifying its performance with varying
data sets would be beneficial. In addition, given a data set needs to be linked,
the true links are by definition unknown. The success of a linkage approach is
thus difficult to comprehensively evaluate.

This talk focuses on the use of many synthetic data sets for the evaluation
of linkage quality achieved by automatic linkage algorithms in the domain of
population reconstruction. It presents an evaluation approach which considers
linkage quality when characteristics of the population are varied. We envisage a
sequence of experiments where a set of populations are generated to consider how
linkage quality varies across different populations: with the same characteristics,
with differing characteristics, and with differing types and levels of corruption.
The performance of an approach at scale is also considered.

The approach to generate synthetic populations with varying characteristics
on demand will also be addressed. The use of synthetic populations has the
advantage that all the true links are known, thus allowing evaluation as if with
real-world ‘gold-standard’ linked data sets.

Given the large number of data sets evaluated against we also give consid-
eration as to how to present these findings. The ability to assess variations in
linkage quality across many data sets will assist in the development of new link-
age approaches and identifying areas where existing linkage approaches may be
more widely applied.
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